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II 
Abstract 
Conservation of culture and heritage of ethnic group is now becoming a hotspot, 
which highlighted by society and academy. What makes heritage of a nation and 
practices the preservation of culture heritage, how non-governmental preservation 
mode works, are those we focus and think. This thesis chooses Ban-yue-li, a village of 
She minority, located in Bai-lu-keng Valley, Xi-nan Town, Xia-pu Country, Ning-de 
district as a site for investigation, discusses hybridity of material culture and 
intangible cultural heritage, elaborates the situation as preservation of village of She 
minority as inheritance of traditional culture of ethnic group, via fieldworks in 
Ban-yue-li village, and finally contributes to the research and practical work of these 
issues.This study attempts to displays and illustrates a typical case of multi-tiered 
collaboration of culture preservation that abundance amount of traditional culture is 
preserved in Ban-yue-li village, east of Fujian province, which well preserved by 
consciousness of local villagers and protection practices from authority, with a 
over-all understanding of village culture by fieldwork of anthropology. 
First chapter states the origin of this research and question and meaning as well, 
which leads out the significant of preservation of culture of She minority, that 
challenged by aggressive modernity. Second chapter defines the concepts of culture 
heritage and cultural space, summarizes and introduces the current tendency of 
heritage research home and abroad, and reviews the research for preservation of 
culture of She minority briefly. Third chapter elaborates the historical memory and 
cultural space of Ban-yue-li village, and highlights the significant of preservation of 
culture heritage in a village. Fourth chapter discusses the novel-songs of She minority 
formed in culture space in village, link to the culture background of Bai-lu-keng 
Valley. Fifth chapter selects the protection of “etic” culture in Ban-yue-li village as 
responds to the preservation of traditional culture of She minority that states the 
preservation of traditional culture combines a variety of elements in social life. Sixth 
chapter discuss the way, which government acts as “emic” view point. Seventh 
chapter is the conclusion. 
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3 
个思考和田野工作的基础上。 
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